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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
For any lattice ordered group G there are two closely associated lattice 
ordered groups: GR, which is obtained from G by reversing the order, and 
G w, which is obtained from G by reversing the multiplication. More 
generally for any group G and for any word U = U(x, y) one can ask if the 
operation x c y = U(x, y) on G defines a group G, and, when this is the 
case, one can ask whether G and G, define the same variety of groups. With 
W= W(x, y) = yx, we obtain the group G,. For any lattice ordered group, 
GR and G, are isomorphic lattice ordered groups and so it is natural to 
consider the relationship between the varieties generated by G and GR z G,. 
In Section 2 we give some background information and consider the 
relationships, for any lattice ordered group, between G, GR and G, and the 
identities that hold in each. 
If, for any variety 7 of l-groups, we write TR = {G” : G E T}, then the 
main results of Section 3 establish that the mapping 8: 7 --t TR is both a 
lattice and a semigroup automorphism of the set of varieties of lattice 
ordered groups. 
All the well-known varieties of lattice ordered groups are considered in 
Sections 4 and 5 to determine which are invariant under 19 (Section 4) and 
which are not (Section 5). Both classes are shown to have the cardinality of 
the continuum. A table summarizing the results is given in Section 6. 
2. BACKGROUND AND BASIC OBSERVATIONS 
Recall that a lattice ordered group is a group endowed with a lattice 
structure that is compatible with the group operations: a(x V y)b = 
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(axb) V (ayb), a(x A y)b = (axb) A (ayb). Throughout, we use ihe term i- 
group for lattice ordered group. The reader is referred to [ 11 for basic infor- 
mation and terminology relating to l-groups and varieties of i-groups. 
Whenever the term variety is used it means variety of l-groups. 
In particular, by an l-homomorphism (respectively, ~-~~om~rph~srn~ between 
two l-groups is meant a mapping which is both a group and a lattice 
homomorphism (respectively, group and lattice isomorphism). Also, an I- 
subgroup means a subgroup which is also a sublattice and an I-ideal means a 
convex normal l-subgroup. For any element x of an i-group 6: we write 
x+=xv 1, XC=(xA 1)“: 1x/=x+ vx-, 
where 1 denotes the identity of G. 
Notation 2.1. For any l-group G, we denote by 7”(G) the variety of :- 
groups generated by G. We denote by 9 the lattice of varieties of i-groups. 
We denote by zf the variety of all abelian l-groups and by SK% the 
variety of all I-groups. 
We shali require the following useful observation. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Martinez [8]). Jf 22 and 7. nre i-group varieties, an l-group 
G belongs to % V 7 if and only (f there exist I-ideals A4 and N of G such 
thatG/~E~,G/NEr/‘,andMnN={l}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For any l-group G = (6, <), let G” = (G, <“) denote 
the Z-group obtained from G by reversing the order; thus a GR b if and only if 
b<aa. Let G,=(G w, <) denote the I-group obtained from G by reversing 
the multiplication; that is, with multiplication * given by a x b = ba. That GR 
and G, are both Z-groups is easily verified. 
Notation 2.4. For any l-group G, we denote the lattice operations in Gn 
by VR, AR and write, for x E G, 
X 
AR =xVR 1, X-R = (x AR 1>-19 (XIR =x tR VR x-R. 
Notethatforx,yinG,xVRy=xAyandxARy=xVy. 
LEMMA 2.5. The mapping q~‘: g-t g- 1 is an ~-is~rnQr~his,m of GR onto 
e,. 
Proof: For g, h E GR, 
(gh)v = WC” = h-‘g-’ = @p,)(m) = Qmo) * Vw?j 
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so that q is a group isomorphism. Since 
(g VR h)q= (g VR h)-’ = (g A h)-’ 
=g -‘Vh-‘=gqVhq 
and similarly (g AR h)q = gq AR hrp, we see that v, is also a lattice 
isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2.6. For any l-group G, Y(G”) = F(G,). 
In the light of Lemma 2.5, we may work with whichever is the more 
convenient of GR or G, in any given situation. 
Although, as we shall see, some of the properties of G and GR can be quite 
different, some features are invariant under order reversal. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be an l-group and H c G. Then H is a sublattice 
(respectively, subgroup, l-subgroup or l-ideal) of G v and only if HR is a 
sublattice (respectively subgroup, l-subgroup or l-ideal) of GR. 
Furthermore, if H is an l-ideal, then (G/H)R is l-isomorphic to GR/HR. 
The next observation follows easily from the fact that the lattice structure 
of an l-group is distributive. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let F be the free l-group on the non-empty set X. Then any 
element u E F can be written in the form 
u=V Anxijk, 
I J K 
where I, J and K arefinite sets and xijk E XV X-’ U { 1 } for all i E I, j E J, 
k E K. 
Notation 2.9. Throughout, F will denote the free l-group on a countably 
infinite set X. For any l-group variety P-, let YR = (GR ) G E Y} and, for 
any word U = V, AJ nK Xijk in F, let UR = VI AJ (& Xijk)-l. 
Also, for any product n, yk, let II;, yk denote the product taken in the 
reverse order. Thus if nK yk = y1 . a. y,, then n;( yk = y,, .s. yr . With this 
notation and u as above, we write u’ = V, & n;C XLjk. 
LEMMA 2.10. For any l-group G and any u = V, A, nK xijk E F, the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) The identity u = 1 holds in G. 
(ii) The identity uK = 1 holds in GR. 
(iii) The identity u’ = 1 holds in GR. 
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ProoJ Clearly G satisfies the law V, A, & xijk = I if and only if G” 
satisfies the law r\F Vf II, xijk = 1. But 
Thus G satisfies a law u = 1 if and only if GR satisfies uR = 1, which 
establishes the equivalence of (i) and (ii). 
Now the mapping x--,x-’ (x E X) of X into F clearly extends to an 
automorphism p, say, of F. Hence the identity U’ = 1 holds in GR if and 
only if the identity uRy, = 1 holds in GR. Since 
R R 
=VA~‘ki$P) 
I .I K 
= 0 i ryXijk 
I J K 
the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows. 
COROLLARY 2.11. For any variety of l-groups T ‘9 P ,R is a varietv. 
Moreover, the following are equivalent. 
(i) 7. has a basis of identities [u, = I, u E A]. 
(ii) 7.’ has a basis of identities [u”, = 1, a E A]. 
(iii) T-R has a basis of identities [u; = 1, a E A 1. 
This leads naturally to the question of whether or not it is always the case 
that F = YFR or, equivalently, whether or not it is the case that for all I- 
groups G the varieties Y(G) and Y(G”) = F(G,) are always the same. As 
we shall see in Section 5, the answer is definitely no. We will survey the 
varieties of I-groups from the existing literature with regard to this question 
in Sections 4 and 5. 
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3. AN AUTOMORPHISM OF 9 
Since there exist Y E 9 such that YR # 7 (see Section 5), we consider 
the basic properties of the mapping Y + TR in this section. 
Notation 3.1. Let 13: 9 -Y 9 be the mapping defined by 
re=rR (F E =?I, 
and let 
THEOREM 3.2. The mapping 19 is a lattice automorphism of Y with the 
following properties: 
(i) O2 is the identity mapping; 
(ii) 0 preserves arbitrary joins and meets; 
(iii) X is a complete sublattice of 9; 
(iv) forany~E~,~V~RE~and~A~RE~. 
ProoJ: For any word u E F, it is clear that (u”)” = u so that by 
Corollary 2.11, we have Ye2 = Y, for all Y E Y. Thus (i) holds. In 
addition, for any l-group G, 
Hence, for any family 17,: 01 E A } E 9, 
and Q respects arbitrary meets. 
Now suppose that G E (V Y,)e. Then GR E V Ya and there exist 
I’, E Y, (a E A), a subdirect product H of the V, and an I-epimorphism 
v/:H+GR: 
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Clearly the same mapping IJ gives an ~-e~imorpbism w: 
where ~~ c n P’: so that G E V TR,. Thus 
-i (CR)” = 6, 
Since the above argument can clearly be reversed, we have the reverse 
containment and therefore (V F,)O = V (W;, 8) and B preserves arbitrary 
joins. This establishes (ii). Since (i) clearly implies that 19 is a bijectioc, it 
now follows that 0 is an automorphism. 
Property (iii) follows immediately from (ii). 
(iv) For any ‘7 E 9 we have 
(77” v z-ye = (rr v rep = 9/e v 7-e* = 7-e v 7 
by (i) and since 6’ is an automorphism. Hence 7. V 7 ” E F and similarly 
P- A TR E .F. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 32(iii) we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let 7’ E 9. Then thefollowing are equivalent: 
(i) 7- EX; 
(ii) s’- and TR are comparable. 
We now consider how B behaves relative to the semigroup structure of Y”, 
Definition 3.4. For %I, 7‘ E 9, we denote by %‘Y the class of all I- 
groups G for which there exists an l-ideal H with H E 22 and G/HE Tr and 
refer ts MT as the product of the varieties 22’ and Y. A variety W is said to 
be indecomposable if V= Z/F implies that either F or Y is the trivial 
variety. 
It was observed by Martinez [S] that 9 is a semigroup with respect to the 
above-defined product of varieties. 
DeJinition 3.5. Let G be an l-group. If, for every g E G and every convex 
I-subgroup M that is maximal with respect to not containing g, M is normal 
In the convex l-subgroup generated by M and g, then G is said to be normal 
l;aZued. The class of all normal-valued Z-groups will be denoted by JV’. 
ht4MA 3.6 (Bigard et al. [I], Holland [S]) 2% class J’- is the variety 
of i-groups defined by the identity 
(XV l)(y v 1) < (y v l)‘(x v 1)’ 
and is the largest proper variety of l-groups. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Glass et al. [5]). The set 5?* of proper varieties of I- 
groups other than Jf forms a free semigroup on the set of indecomposable 
varieties. 
THEOREM 3.8. The mapping B is an automorphism of the semigroup 
structure of 9. 
ProoJ Since ~9 is bijective, it remains to show that 19 is a semigroup 
homomorphism. Let Z!, 7 E Y. Then, by Lemma 2.7, 
GE(Z!T-)B~GRE%T- 
(> there exists an l-ideal H of GR with HE P and 
GR/H E 7’- 
o there exists an Z-ideal K of G (K= HR) with 
K E Z!%B and G/K (E (GR/H)R) E 7-8 
u G E (%!r3)(7-8). 
Thus (ZP’)I~ = (‘P’B)(YB), as required. 
Theorem 3.8 together with the next observation will enable us to make 
some observations regarding K as a subset of the semigroup 9. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let %! E Y’* and let Z’= ??I --. Z!‘,, where each 
Pi E 9 (i = l,..., n) is indecomposable. Then Z! E F $ and only zf 2Yi E F, 
for all i. 
Proof: From Theorem 3.8, we have 
where, since 8 is an automorphism of the semigroup 9, each Pi6 
(i = l,..., n) must be indecomposable. Since the factorization of varieties in 
P* into indecomposable varieties is unique, by Theorem 3.7 it follows that 
Thus 
F2e=%soi8=svi for i = l,..., n.
z?EEuoiE2- for i = l,..., n
COROLLARY 3.10. The complement Xc of X in 2/ is a prime semigroup 
ideal (that is, %Y E R’ implies that either Z! E.FC or 7 EFC). In 
particular, F and Xc are both subsemigroups of Y. 
Proof: By their distinguished positions in the lattice 9 it is clear that the 
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trivial variety, the variety of all l-groups, and the variety ,Y all lie in F. 
Thus .F’ c Y*. The result now follows from heorem 3.8 and 
I%-oposition 3.9. 
4. VARIETIES INVARIANT UNDER 0 
Since the underlying group structures of G and G” are the same, for any I- 
group G, it follows that they satisfy the same group laws. This observation 
justifies the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. If 7”’ is a variety of l-groups deBned by group laws, then 
7 = 7 ‘R~ In particular ~8 = xfR. 
COROLLARY 4.2. For all positive integers n, ~8‘” E .T”. 
ProoJ This follows from Theorem 3.8 and Lemma 4.1. 
As observed in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the variety c d^ is necessarily in .7 
because of its position in 5!‘, as the unique maximum proper subvariety of 
Y,T’. Thus we have: 
LEMMA 4.3. &‘E.K 
The Nilpotent Medvedev Variety 
Let N be the free two-generator nilpotent class 2 grotip. Hn terms of 
generators and relations, N may be given as (a, b, c: c = ]a, b]: 
/;;tr,” = [b, cl). Th e group N is a totally ordered group with respect to 
r 
ambnck > 1 u (i) m > 0 or (ii) m = 8 and 12 > 0 or (iii) 
m = II = 0 and k > 0. 
THEORER~ 4.4 (Medvedev 191). If 7’ is a variety of nilpotent l-groups 
with .M $& T ‘, then T(N) E 7“. 
GORQLLARV 4.5. P“(N)E.97 
ProoJ: Since N is nilpotent, Y(N) is a variety of nilpotent l-groups and 
therefore so is F(N)R. By Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 4.4, we have 
Y(N)” = Y(N) as required. 
uasi-representable Varieties 
Dejkition 4.6. Recall [l] that an Z-group is said to be representabze if it 
is l-isomorphic to a subdirect product of totally ordered groups. The class 9 
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of all representable Z-groups is a variety and is given by the identity 
(XV y)2=xW y*. 
Let G, denote the free group on the (countably infinite) set X. For each 
u E G,, let Z(U) E F be defined by 
Z(u) = z+ A u-lz-u 7
where z E X does not appear in u. For each fully invariant subgroup U of 
G,, let 9C.J denote the variety of Z-groups defined by the laws 
Z(u) = 1 (24 E U). 
These varieties were introduced in [lo], where they were called quasi- 
representable and where it was shown that the mapping U--f SPU is one-to- 
one. Thus there is a continuum of such varieties. The smallest quasi- 
representable variety (taking U = G,) is simply the variety 3’ of represen- 
table Z-groups. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every quasi-representable variety lies in F so that Y 
has the cardinality of the continuum. In particular, 9 E 27 
ProoJ Let Y = 9U be a quasi-representable variety where U is a fully 
invariant subgroup of G,. Let u E U, let G be an Z-group, and consider any 
substitution i G. Then 
so that 
Z(u-‘)= 1 uz + A uz-zcl = 1 
0 (z AR 1) VR u(z VR 1))‘u-’ = I 
0 (z AR 1)-l AR u(z VR 1)u-’ = 1 
UZ --R l\R UZ+RU-l = 1 
-1 uu z -Ru AR Z+R = 1 
u Z(u) = 1 in GR. 
Thus G E 7 if and only if GR E Y so that T E 3-, as required. 
The Scrimger Varieties 
Let Z Wr Z = ((F, m): m E Z and F is a mapping of Z into Z} denote the 
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wreath product of the additive group of integers Z with itself. The 
multiplication in Z Wr Z is given by 
(F, m)(G, n) = (F + G”, m + n), 
where Gm(i) = G(i + m). 
Let G(n) denote the subgroup {(F, m): F(r) = F(s) if r = s mod n} of the 
wreath product Z Wr Z with order given by 
(F, m) > 1 -($ either (i) m > 0 or (ii) m = 0 and F(r) > 0 for ah P. 
With this order G(n) is an l-group. The variety of I-groups generated by G(n) 
is denoted by Y(n). The groups G(n) were introduced by Martinez [?‘I~ 
Since each G(n) is solvable, each P(n) consists of solvable groups. 
THEOREM 4.8 (Scrimger 1111). For any prime ps P(p) covers d. 
The varieties 5“(p) are not representable. Consequently the intersection of 
any 9(p) with the variety of representable I-groups is ~8. We have heard 
that Gurchenkov has established the following interesting result: ’
THEQREM 4.9. If ‘7” E 9 is a variety of solvabEe E-groups which covers 
d and is not a variety of representable l-groups, then 5T = Y(p)2 for some 
prime p. 
Let p be a prime. Since 8 is an automorphism of Pi’, each Y(pdR is again 
a cover of .&’ and, since G and GR always have the same group structure, 
-Y(p)” contains only solvable l-groups. Since ,9PR=~Y .9’(p) & .9 and 8 is 
an automorphism, .9(p)” g 9. Hence, by Theorem 4.9, .Y(p)” = P(q) fm 
some prime q. But, for any n, the identity x’y” = jinx” holds in G(n) and so 
also in .i”(n). If p # q, then we would have both the identities 
pyp = ypp and xqyq = yqxq 
holding in Ye = P(q)> from which it follows easily that xy = ye. 
G(q) is not commutative and hence we must have p = q and ,V(p)” = 9((o). 
This establishes the next result. 
THEOREM 4.10. For all primes ps Y(p) E F. 
The Variety of Weakly Abelian I-Groups 
DeJinitioi-2 4.11. An l-group G is said LO be weakly abeiian if it satisfies 
the identity 
y-‘(x v l)y < (x v 1)‘. 
‘Note added in proof. S. A. Curchenkov, Minimal varieties of I-groups, Algebra and 
Logic 21 (1982), 83-W. 
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We denote the variety of all weakly abelian Z-groups by %? For further 
information on V, see Martinez 171. 
THEOREM 4.12. WEF. 
Proof. In any l-group G, 
y-l(xV l)y<(xV 1)’ for all x, y E G, 
0 (x AR I)2 GR y-‘(x AR 1)y for all x, y E G, 
0 [y-‘(x AR l)y]-’ C$ [(x AR 1)2]-’ for all x, y E G, 
u y-1(x-’ VR 1)y GR (x-i VR 1)’ for all x, y E G, 
0 y-‘(z v” l)y <” (z VR 1)’ for all z, y E G. 
From this it follows that GE w if and only if CR E K The desired result 
now follows. 
5. VARIETIES MOVED BY 0 
In this section we study varieties that can be shown to lie in Fc, that is, 
varieties 7 with Y” # TR. 
Feil’s Varieties 
The varieties considered here were introduced by Feil [3, 41. 
For any positive integers p, q with 0 < p/q < 1, let XP,q be the variety of 
representable Z-groups defined by the laws 
(XV yy=x*v y*, 
I~~~I~~~Yllllp’l~Jc~Y1lq for x>y> 1, 
where, for any elements x, y in a group, [x, y] = x- ’ y- ixy. 
Let R denote the set of real numbers, Q the set of rational numbers, 
and Z the set of integers. For rER\Q and 0 < r < 1, let 
$=I? {~p,q:r<P/q< 11. 
Also, for t E R, 0 < t < 1, let G, be the Z-group constructed as follows: 
G, = R x Z with multiplication 
and where the order on G, is defined by 
(r, m) > (0,O) u (i) m > 0 or (ii) m = 0 and r > 0. 
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LEMMA 5.1 (Feil [3]). For o<r<s<H,~?L<. reozrer, fir 
Q<t~1,6,E~,,ifandonlyifQ(t~plq~1. 
CQRQLLARY 5.2 (Feil [3]). {<: 0 < Y < I } is a tower ~~~e~rese~t~bie Z- 
group varieties with the cardinal@ of the cont~n~u~~ 
Now consider G;R . Let x=(0,-l),y=(-l,O). Then x<y< 1 so that 
1 <R y CR x. Also 
I-G Y] = (0, -I)-‘(-1, 0)-‘( 
= (0, l)(L O)(O, -1)(-I, 0) 
= ($, 1) (-$-I) 
i 
t t+l t __-__. 
=t+1 t 
--TO 
t-l-1 :, 
=i 
I -__ 
t+ 1’ 
0 
! 
and j [x, y] IR = (-l/(t + I), 0). A similar calcuPation yields 
and therefore 
l~41X~YllRIlR= (- (t+$.fq 
Hence 
and 
If 0 < t,<p/q< I, then 
1 
$l>-- 
P t+l 
481/91/I-13 
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so that 
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t,” 1 > (I+p1)’ 
and 
Therefore 
and 
- (t+p1)’ >-&-
Thus Gf @ sTPpig. But, by Lemma 5.1, G, E XP,4. Hence Fzlq # flP,4. Also, 
for r E R\Q, 0 < r < 1, G, E 5, by Lemma 5.1. However, as above, 
Gf & Fr. Therefore we also have that .Ff # 5, for r E R\Q, establishing 
the following result. 
THEOREM 5.3. 9-f #S3;, for all 0 ( r < 1, so that Xc has the 
cardinality of the continuum. 
Theorem 5.3 answers for Z-group varieties the question of whether 7 and 
7’j,(= Y”) are always the same. A related question in the theory of group 
varieties concerns group words. Let U(x, v) be a word in the free group G, 
and let G be a group such that the operation * defined on G by 
is a group operation. The question of whether G and G, = (G, *) generate 
the same variety of groups is an open question [2]. If W(x, y) = yx, then we 
obtain G,, as before. If G is an Z-group, then we see from Lemma 2.5 and 
Theorem 5.3 that, in general, r(G) and F(G,) can be different. 
The Solvable Medvedev Varieties 
Let W = Z wr Z, the small wreath product of the additive group of 
integers with itself. Thus W = {(F, m): m E Z and F: Z + Z is a function 
with bounded support} and is a subgroup of Z Wr Z. 
Let W’ denote W together with the total order defined by 
(F, m) > 1 + either (i) m > 0 or (ii) m = 0 and F(r) > 0, where r 
is the maximum element in the support of F. 
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Let W- denote W together with the total order defined by 
(F, m) > 1 e either (i) m > 0 or (ii) m = 0 and F(p.) > 0, where I 
is the minimum element in the support of&‘. 
THEOREM 5.4 (Medvedev [9]). If F E Y is such that ~8 $7’ and 
every element of r is solvable and representable, then either Y(N) s Y or 
TRY- or T-(w-)GF-. 
LEMMA 5.5. (i) The identity 
holds in W+, but not in (W’)“. 
(ii) The identity 
holds in W-, but not in (W-)“. 
ProoJ For any x, y E W, [x, y] has zero for its second component, so let 
I Lx> ~1 I = 05 01, w h ere either (i) F = 0 or (ii) F(r) > 0, where r is the 
maximum element of the support of F. If F = 0 then (I) clearly holds. So iet 
(ii) hold and let ]z] = (G, ), n w h ere n > 0. If 12 = 0 then jzi commutes with 
(F, 0) and so (I) g a ain holds. So assume that n > 0. Then 
/zI-1 I [x, y]l /zJ = (A-“, -a)(& Q)(G, n>
= (F-“, 0), 
where the maximum element in the support of F-” is r + n > r. Hence, in 
this case, (F-“, 0) > (F, 0) and again (I) holds. 
To see that (I) does not hold in (W’)” let x = (0, l), y = (F, O), 
2 = (0, -I), where 
F(i) = 
i 
t 
ifi=O 
otherwise. 
Then x-“y-‘xy = (G, 0), where 
ifi= 1 
if i=O 
otherwise. 
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Thus x-‘y-‘xy < 1 and 1 <R x-ly-lxy so that (~-‘y-‘xyl~ = X-‘y-‘xy = 
(G, 0). Furthermore, z < 0 and so 0 <R z = 1~1~. Hence 
(Izl”>-’ I[x, ~11” lzIR = (0, --I)-‘(G 0)Q.X -1) 
= (0, l)(G, WA -1) 
= (G’, 01, 
where 
i 
-1 if i=O 
G’(i) = 1 if i=-1 
0 otherwise. 
But then (G, 0) < (G’, 0) and (G’, 0) cR (G, 0). Thus (I) is not valid in 
( W+)R. 
The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i). 
We are now able to identify Y’“(WS)R and Y(W-)R. 
THEOREM 5.6. Y(W’)R = Y(W-) and Y(W-)R = Y(W’). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 5.5, Y( Wt)R # Y(W’). But, since Y(W’) is a 
cover for ~2 so also is Y(W’)R, by Theorem 3.2. Clearly Y(W’)” 
consists of solvable groups and, by Theorem 4.7, every element of Y(W+)R 
representable. 
;(W+)R = P-(N) 
It now follows from Theorem 5.4 that either 
or Y(W’)R = Y(W-). However, every element of 
F(N) is nilpotent, which is not true of Y(W’)“. Hence Y(W’)R # Y(N) 
and so we must have fY(Wt)R = Y(W-). By Theorem 3.2(i), 
Y(W-)R = Y(W+), as required. 
We conclude this section by producing an entire interval in izp which is 
moved by 19. We require the following preliminary result. 
LEMMA 5.7 (Feil [3]). F or any positive integers p, q with 0 < p/q < 1, 
(i)Y(N)&X#,,, (ii)Y(W-)&XP,9, and (iii)Y(W+)CFP,,. 
The authors are pleased to acknowledge that the proof of the next result 
was suggested by A. M. W. Glass. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. The intervals [Y(W’),jr] and [Y(W’),;7;]0 are 
disjoint. 
ProoJ Let 7 be a variety that lies in both intervals. Then 
F-(w-)=F-(w+)ec~c_s”;, 
which contradicts Lemma 5.7(ii). 
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6. SUMMARY 
We conclude with a table summarizing the specific observations of 
Sections 4 and 5: 
Ali T defined by group theoretic laws 
Scrimger varieties 
The variety of weakly abelian Z-groups 
The variety of representable I-groups 
The variety of normal valued Z-groups 
sd” 
T/‘(M) 
AZ1 quasi-representable varieties 
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